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Abstract

Cells selectively activated by a particular view of an environment have been found in

the primate hippocampus (HPC). Whether view cells are present in other brain areas,

and how view selectivity interacts with other variables such as object features and

place remain unclear. Here, we explore these issues by recording the responses of

neurons in the HPC and the lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC) of rhesus macaques per-

forming a task in which they learn new context-object associations while navigating a

virtual environment using a joystick. We measured neuronal responses at different

locations in a virtual maze where animals freely directed gaze to different regions of

the visual scenes. We show that specific views containing task relevant objects selec-

tively activated a proportion of HPC units, and an even higher proportion of LPFC

units. Place selectivity was scarce and generally dependent on view. Many view cells

were not affected by changing the object color or the context cue, two task relevant

features. However, a small proportion of view cells showed selectivity for these two

features. Our results show that during navigation in a virtual environment with com-

plex and dynamic visual stimuli, view cells are found in both the HPC and the LPFC.

View cells may have developed as a multiarea specialization in diurnal primates to

encode the complexities and layouts of the environment through gaze exploration

which ultimately enables building cognitive maps of space that guide navigation.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

In many species of diurnal primates, the ability to orient gaze toward

regions of visual space is of critical importance to sample detailed

information about the environment. Directing gaze allows for explor-

ing objects and space from a distance (far sensing), without the need

to visit the corresponding locations. This process may be different in

nocturnal animals with poor vision such as rats and mice relying on

“near” sensory adaptations such as whiskers to explore the environ-

ment. Indeed, nocturnal rodents frequently visit spatial locations dur-

ing exploratory behaviors, and hippocampal (HPC) place cells encode

the location they are visiting (O'Keefe & Nadel, 1978). Interestingly, in

diurnal primates such as macaque monkeys, previous studies have

reported cells in the HPC that selectively respond to specific views of

a scene (De Araujo et al., 2001; Mao et al., 2021; Robertson

et al., 1998; Rolls & O'Mara, 1995). Whether view cells exist in other

brain regions and how they interact with encoding of place and visual

features remains unclear.

There have been two main experimental approaches to studying

how HPC neurons respond during the viewing of scenes: (1) presenting

stimuli at different locations on a monitor(s) or in spatial windows that

experimenters can control, and assessing neuronal responses when gaze

is directed to the stimuli (Cahusac et al., 1989; Feigenbaum &

Rolls, 1991; Nowicka & Ringo, 2000; Rolls et al., 1989; Tamura

et al., 1990, 1992), and (2) monitoring what is visible to the subject

while it moves or is moved around a room and correlating the view with

neuronal responses (Georges-François et al., 1999; Ono et al., 1993;

Robertson et al., 1998; Rolls & O'Mara, 1995). The first method led to

the discovery of hippocampal neurons that responded when gaze was

directed at specific locations on the screen, or to different screens.

These experiments found proportions of gaze position selective neu-

rons to range from 4% to 23%. In general, these experiments are not

able to differentiate between egocentric and allocentric encoding

since animals and environments remain stationary. Feigenbaum and

Rolls (1991) were able, for a subset of neurons, to move the monkey

in relation to the screens, or the screen in relation to the monkey and

reported mainly allocentric but some egocentric neuronal responses.

In subsequent experiments where monkeys were moved or freely

locomoted around a room while recordings were carried out, some

neurons were found to respond when animals looked at a particular

part of the environment. These responses were relatively invariant

with respect to the place where the macaque was located, to head

direction, or to eye position. These neurons with allocentric view

responses were termed “spatial view cells” (Rolls, 2022; Rolls

et al., 1998; Rolls & O'Mara, 1995).

Some studies have used virtual reality to simulate complex visual

scenes in naturalistic conditions and trained monkeys to navigate vir-

tual mazes using a joystick. Virtual environments allow experimental

manipulation of object features and task contingencies to determine

how important each constituent part might be. While there have been

several studies that have used virtual environments to explore hippo-

campal encoding (Doucet et al., 2020; Gulli et al., 2020; Hori

et al., 2005; Miller et al., 2013; N. Sato et al., 2004), few have included

gaze in their analyses. Furuya et al. (2014) used a virtual environment

where the monkey freely navigated, but only binned heading direction

to get an approximation of view, similar to Rolls and O'Mara (1995).

Wirth et al. (2017) made use of a virtual environment while recording

gaze position, and found cells that responded during gaze directed at

a specific landmark. However, this frequently depended on the virtual

position and trajectory in the maze.

In the current study, we examine whether and how neurons in

the HPC and lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC) of macaque monkeys

encode view and other related variables. We used a task set in a vir-

tual environment (Gulli et al., 2020) and recorded from either the HPC

or LPFC of rhesus macaques while they navigated the environment

using a joystick. Eye position was monitored using video-based eye

tracking. The X-maze consisted of a corridor that branches out at

the two ends. At either end, the monkey made a two-alternative

forced choice between two colored discs. The animal had to navi-

gate to a disc to obtain the associated reward. The rewarded disc

was determined by the context, a texture applied to the maze walls

(e.g., wood walls mean the target is a blue disc, steel walls mean the

target is a red disc). Because the set of discs' colors changed every

session/day, the monkey would have to associate the context and

the color to perform the task above chance level. Through various

dissociations, we were able to assess virtual view selectivity as well

as the effects of virtual position in the maze and of changing task

relevant visual features. We found view cells in both areas. A pro-

portion of these cells also encoded visual features and view position

(north vs. south) in the maze.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Subjects

We used four male rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta), at two differ-

ent facilities. Monkey R (14 years old, 12 kg) and Monkey W (7 years

old, 7 kg) were cared for at the McGill Comparative Medicine and Ani-

mal Resources Centre. They were used in the hippocampal (HPC)

experiments. Monkey T (10 years old, 12 kg) and Monkey B (9 years

old, 10 kg) were cared for under the Animal Care and Veterinary Ser-

vices at Western University. They were used in the lateral prefrontal

cortex (LPFC) experiments. All handling and procedures were carried

out in accordance with Canadian Council for Animal Care Guidelines

and approved by either the McGill University Animal Care Committee
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(Monkeys R and W) or the Western University Animal Care Commit-

tee (Monkeys T and B).

2.2 | Surgical procedures

Hippocampal surgeries: These are fully described in Gulli et al. (2020),

but briefly, a presurgical MRI was acquired at 500 μm isotropic

(T1-weighted with 3T strength) and used for skull reconstruction

and neuronavigation (BrainSight, Rogue Research, QC, Canada).

With a skull reconstruction, a titanium headpost was planned and

custom built, and hippocampal chamber placement was also

planned over the right prefrontal cortex, targeting the mid to pos-

terior hippocampus with trajectories perpendicular to the long and

transverse axes. To place these, two surgeries were carried out

under general anesthesia, separated by a minimum 8-week recov-

ery period. A post-operative CT scan was used to verify the cham-

ber trajectory, using cannulas situated in the chamber grid, which

was then co-registered to the MRI. This allowed for precise trajec-

tory and depth mapping for each grid hole. Trajectory end points

are illustrated in Figure 1e.

Prefrontal surgeries: Custom-designed PEEK head cap surgeries

are fully described in Blonde et al. (2018). Briefly, a 7T T1 MRI was

acquired at 350 μm isotropic for Monkey T and 400 μm isotropic for

monkey B, and a PEEK head cap was custom designed to fit the skull

that allowed for targeted craniotomies, a headpost, and attachment of

Cereport connections (Blackrock Neurotech, Salt Lake City, UT, USA).

This was implanted under general anesthesia. After a minimum

8-week recovery period, again under general anesthesia, two

96-channel Utah arrays (Blackrock Neurotech, Salt Lake City, UT,

USA) were implanted into the dorsal and ventral aspects of area 9/46

in the left hemisphere of the LPFC (see Figure 1f for examples).

2.3 | Experimental setup

Monkeys were seated and head fixed in a custom primate chair in

front of a computer monitor (eye-screen distance: 80 cm; viewing

angle: 32� � 24� visual angle (DVA); resolution: 1280 � 1024) with

a 75 Hz refresh rate. A two-axis joystick (M212, PQ Controls, Bris-

tol, CT, USA) was attached to the chair for navigation in virtual

environment tasks. The position of the left eye was tracked via

video-oculography (EyeLink 1000, SR Research, Ottawa, ON, Can-

ada) at 500 Hz. A juice reward was given based on trial perfor-

mance (Figure 1a).

The virtual environment tasks were generated using a video game

engine (Unreal Engine 3, Epic Games Inc., Potomac, NC, USA) running

on a dedicated computer. The position in the environment of every

frame was recorded and transferred to the experimental control com-

puter via network link. The experimental control computer was run-

ning a custom MATLAB (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA)

experiment control suite that tracked task progression and aligned

visual stimuli and gaze with the neural data.

2.4 | Task

There were two variants of the virtual reality task, which both took

place in the X-maze: a corridor with a “Y” at either end where two col-

ored discs would appear (Figure 1b). In this task, the monkeys per-

formed a series of two-alternative forced choice trials, where they

decided to collect one of two colored discs. The rewarded choice was

determined by the context, which was cued using one of two textures

applied to the maze walls (wood or steel) (Video S1). The reward was

chosen based on the context, such that if the colors were blue and

green, blue would be rewarded in “wood” (context 1) and green would

be rewarded on “steel” (context 2) trials. For the LPFC experiments,

the monkeys had only two potential colors (high and low reward).

Monkeys R and W had a slight variation, described in Gulli et al.

(2020) that had three possible colors (high, middle and low rewards,

Figure 1c). For this paper, we only analyzed foveations on the high

and low reward value objects, so the value of objects foveated was

like the other task.

2.5 | Eye movements processing

Eye movement classification is described in Corrigan et al. (2017).

Briefly, we used an acceleration threshold to find potential saccadic

periods, took the peak velocity of this period, and looked at the linear-

ity of the signal going forward until it stopped being linear to find the

end point (same thing moving backwards from the peak to find the

start point). Inter-saccade foveation periods were also separated into

smooth pursuits and fixations based on linearity and movement char-

acteristics but were all treated as “foveations” for this paper.

2.6 | Recording

Hippocampal units were recorded in monkeys R and W and are the

same as described in (Gulli et al., 2020). Briefly, 1–4 high impedance

electrodes were lowered per day to the hippocampus via MRI-verified

grid positions, and signals were recorded on a neural signal processor

(Cerebus, Blackrock Neurotech, Salt Lake City, UT, USA) and neural

signals were high-passed at 250 Hz. The LPFC recordings were done

using two 96-channel microarrays per animal (Utah array, Blackrock

Neurotech, Salt Lake City, UT, USA), and were processed the same

way as the HPC recordings. Waveforms were sorted offline using

Plexon Offline Sorter (Plexon, Dallas, TX, USA). HPC units were all

manually sorted. LPFC units were sorted using a combination of auto-

mated and manual spike sorting techniques.

2.7 | Analysis

To assess task performance, we computed performance during

periods of the task where animals reached a stable level of perfor-

mance: a 50-trial window near the end of the session. For the
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example learning curve in Figure 1d, we used the method from

Smith et al (2004) which predicts when performance is no longer at

chance.

To assess view encoding during the decision period where we

could also measure effects of changing different features of the view,

we first had to determine whether our recorded units in either area

F IGURE 1 Monkeys performed a context-object association task in a virtual environment while we recorded from either the HPC or LPFC.
(a) Monkey set-up where they used a two-axis joystick to navigate the virtual environment displayed on the screen. (b) An overhead view of the
virtual environment with an example trial trajectory. (c) Example reward hierarchies for HPC and LPFC. Colors were changed each day.
(d) Example performance estimation curve with confidence intervals of whether the rule is learned (when the confidence intervals do not intersect
with chance of 50%). (e) Recording locations at trajectory end points in right, mid to posterior HPC. (f) Microelectrode array locations in left LPFC.

576 CORRIGAN ET AL.
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were selective for the virtual view, and not simply selective for eye-

in-head or gaze-on-screen position. The first two foveations on either

object in the decision period were stereotyped in that 99% of these

fixations fell within rectangles with limits between 6 and 14 DVA in

the X dimension and �5 and 0 DVA in the Y dimension on the right

side, and the same dimension on the left, but with negative X values

(�14 and �6 DVA). We compared firing rates during foveations on

these screen locations during the decision period, and then measured

selectivity for firing rates during foveations on the same screen

locations during navigation. Firing rates were calculated based on

the duration of the foveation (number of spikes that occurred dur-

ing the foveation divided by the duration). Firing rate selectivity

was determined using a rank-sum test and a permutation test with

1000 shuffles. For the foveations in the decision period, we used

the first foveation on either side that started after object appear-

ance. Foveations that did not end during the decision period were

excluded.

Because there were two positions in the maze where a decision

had to be made (i.e., one at the north and south ends of the

X-maze), we also wanted to assess whether view selectivity was

modulated by which end the monkey was at. To do this, we used a

generalized linear model (GLM) with a log link function as the hip-

pocampal firing rates were frequently 0 Hz and approximated a

Poisson distribution rather than a Gaussian distribution. We used

two variables, a virtual view (i.e., left vs. right arm of maze), and

the virtual position at either the north or south decision point

(Figure 4a). To assess significance, we first fit a model (Equation 1)

that contained the two variables and their interaction.

ln yð Þ¼ β0þβ1
�virtual viewþβ2

�virtual position
þβ3

�virtual view�virtual position ð1Þ

We used a deviance test to determine whether the model was a

better fit than a constant with a p < 0.05. If the fit was significant, we

performed a coefficient test for each variable, where we evaluated

the βs for both the variable and the interaction together. We then

evaluated the interaction β separately. Finally, we used a permutation

test by shuffling the labels of each foveation 5000 times and rerun-

ning the regression and coefficient tests. We considered a test result

significant if the original p-value was lower than at least 95% of the

permuted p-values.

There were two variables that changed within a virtual view on a

particular side that were both task-relevant: the color of the object

and the context cue texture on the wall at the end of the maze. To

analyze the effect of changing either of these variables, we again used

a GLM to assess unit selectivity for the virtual view and color (Equa-

tion 2) or context (Equation 3) separately. We used the same methods

used in the location analysis.

ln yð Þ¼ β0þβ1
�virtual viewþβ2

�colorþβ3
�virtual view�color ð2Þ

ln yð Þ¼ β0þβ1
�virtual viewþβ2

�contextþβ3
�virtual view�context ð3Þ

3 | RESULTS

We trained four monkeys (Macaca mulatta) to navigate in a virtual

environment and perform an associative learning task (Video S1). We

recorded from neurons in the right hippocampus (HPC) of two animals

and from the left lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC, area 9/46) of the

other two animals. During task trials, the animal used a joystick to

navigate from one end of the maze to another (Figure 1a,b). When the

monkey reached the point where two arms branched (the decision

point), two colored discs appeared. The monkey then navigated to

one of the discs (the target). Once the animal reached the target, a liq-

uid reward was delivered. The size of the liquid reward was based on

a reversed context-dependent hierarchy. The context was defined by

the texture of the walls (wood vs. steel) (Figure 1c). For the HPC

experiments, three color discs were used during each session corre-

sponding to high, middle, and low rank values (relative reward values

100%, 50%, and 0%, respectively), depending on the context. In a ses-

sion, new colors were selected pseudo-randomly, ensuring that colors

were not repeated from the preceding session. We limited the ana-

lyses of HPC data to the highest and lowest ranked colored discs. Ani-

mals learned the task (Figure 1d) with mean performance over a

50-trial window of 75.8% (monkey W) and 61.3% (monkey R) for the

HPC monkeys. For the LPFC monkeys, the average performance was

85.3% (monkey B) and 74.5% (monkey T).

3.1 | View selective neurons in the HPC and LPFC

We included in our analyses 37 sessions (7 with monkey R, 30 with

monkey W) and recorded from 226 units in the right mid to posterior

HPC (Figure 1e), 34 units in monkey R and 192 in monkey W, using

1–4 single electrodes. For the LPFC, we used Utah microelectrode

arrays in the left LPFC (Figure 1f) and recorded 435 units in monkey B

and 281 units in monkey T using two sessions from each (total of

716 units).

To assess foveations, we first classified the eye signal into sac-

cades (including post-saccadic oscillations) and foveations, comprised

of fixations and smooth pursuits (Figure 2a–c; see methods and Corri-

gan et al., (2017)). During the decision period, the monkeys mostly

only directed their gaze at the two discs, so we were able to define

one rectangle on either side that contained 99% of the foveations

(Figure 2c,d upper). We treated these as two specific virtual views. To

create a control comparison for gaze-on-screen, we collected all the

foveations that occurred in the same windows in screen coordinates

while the monkey moved through the navigation area (Figure 2d

lower), before it reached the decision point and when the discs were

not visible.

Some individual neurons in both the HPC (Figure 3a) and the

LPFC (Figure 3b) respond differentially after foveation onset while the

animal held the same gaze position on the screen during navigation

(left panel) and decision (right panel). In both example units shown in

the figure, the responses when foveating on the left or right region of

CORRIGAN ET AL. 577
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F IGURE 2 Eye position was classified, and foveations were selected from specific screen locations. (a) Example eye position traces separated
into X and Y components and classified into saccades, and two types of foveations, fixations and smooth pursuits, as well as post-saccadic
oscillations. (b) The same trial as in A, but plotted in screen coordinates. (c) Same as (b), but only the decision period is plotted. (d) A layout of the
maze, with two example frames from two different locations in the maze: at the decision point (above) with two rectangles delimiting where 99%
of the foveations during the decision period fell on the screen, and during navigation in the corridor (below) with the same rectangles. To the right
are heat maps of foveation locations during the decision period and foveation locations during navigation that fell within the two rectangles from
an example session for monkey W (HPC) and monkey B (LPFC).
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the screen were the same during navigation, but responses differed

during the decision period. The main change in firing rate was an

increase in one of the conditions (gaze directed left for the HPC

example unit and gaze directed right for the LPFC example unit).

To quantitatively assess selectivity in each neuron, we calculated a

neuron's firing rate during foveations in the navigation (gaze-on-

screen positions) and decision (end of maze and discs views)

periods. For each period, we compared the rates between left and

right sides of the screen using a rank-sum test, calculating signifi-

cance with a permutation test with 1000 shuffles. Monkey R had

no significant units for screen position during the navigation

period (0/34), while 4.2% (8/192) of monkey W's neurons showed

screen position selectivity (Figure 3c). In contrast, during the deci-

sion period, 11.8% (4/34) of Monkey R's neurons and 21.9%

(42/192) of monkey W's neurons were selective for the virtual

view (Figure 3c). For the whole hippocampal population, only 3.5%

(±2.4% CI) were significant for screen side during the navigation

period. During the decision period, a total of 20.4% (±5.3% CI) of

neurons were selective (Figure 3d), approximately 6 times the pro-

portion found during the navigation period. This difference was

statistically significant (95% confidence intervals for proportion do

not overlap).

For the LPFC, 8.3% (36/435) of monkey B's units and 6.4%

(18/281) of monkey T's units were selective for screen side during the

navigation period, while 50.3% (219/435) of monkey B's units, and

45.5% (128/281) of monkey T's units were selective for the virtual

view during the decision period (Figure 3c). In total, 7.5% (±1.9% CI)

were selective during navigation and 48.5% (±3.7% CI) during the

decision period (Figure 3d). Again, these differences were statistically

significant (95% confidence intervals for proportions do not overlap,

Figure 3c). Thus, in both areas the proportion of selective units was

higher during the decision relative to the navigation period. These

results indicate that the view rather than the gaze-on-screen position

was driving the selectivity of the units.

3.2 | View selectivity at the maze ends

The view of the maze was similar (although not identical) in the north

and south decision points (see views screenshots in Figure S1). In our

(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

F IGURE 3 Units in both regions are
more responsive to virtual view at
decision point than the screen location
during the navigation period. (a) HPC
example unit that is selective for
foveations on the left, but only during the
decision period. (b) LPFC example unit
that is selective for foveations on the left,
but only during the decision period.

(c) Proportion of units for each monkey
that are selective for screen locations
during navigation or decision, actual
counts are written above each bar.
Monkey initial and recorded area are
indicated. (d) Proportions of units
selective for screen location during
navigation or decision for each area with
95% confidence intervals.
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previous analyses, we pooled north and south ends of the maze. How-

ever, there were cues that could have been used to distinguish north

and south along the navigation path (e.g., mountain on one side of the

maze, and trees on the other). Although they were not visible at the

decision points (Figure S1), it is possible the animals oriented them-

selves in the environment and that neurons in the HPC and LPFC

encoded that information. We should clarify there was no clear use to

this distinction, but we must remain aware of the possibility the ani-

mal may have done it. To explore this issue, we used a generalized lin-

ear model (GLM) with a log link function (Equation 4) and a coefficient

test assessed for significance with a permutation test.

ln yð Þ¼ β0þβ1
�virtual viewþβ2

�virtual position
þβ3

� virtual view�virtual position ð4Þ

We only used units that had at least 20 foveations of each combi-

nation of virtual view and virtual position (e.g., virtual position north

and virtual view to the right, Figure 4c). In the HPC, 19.4% (±5.3%,

95% CIs) of units show significance for one of the two binary vari-

ables: maze virtual position (north vs. south) and virtual view (left

vs. right) (Figure 4a,b). Of the units that were significantly modulated,

most were selective for virtual view to the left or right (95.2% ±6.4%

CIs), either through a main effect or interaction. A significantly smaller

percentage were modulated by virtual position, north or south (11.9%

±9.8% CIs). Of the selective units, 88.1% (±9.8% CIs) were selective

only for virtual view, and 4.8% (±6.4% CIs) were selective only for

virtual position. 7.1% (±7.8% CIs) show an interaction between virtual

view and virtual position. Thus, virtual view was the predominant

form of selectivity in these units (non-overlapping 95% CIs for

proportions).

For the LPFC, 46.7% (±3.7% CIs) of units were selective for at

least one variable. Again, most units were selective for virtual view

(95.2% (±2.3% CIs)) and a smaller proportion were selective for virtual

position (16.8% (±4.0% CIs)). Of the selective units, 83.2% (±4.0% CIs)

were selective for virtual view only, while 4.8% (±2.3% CIs) were

selective for virtual position only. 2.4% (±1.6% CIs) of units had a non-

interacting overlap, while 9.6% (±3.2% CIs) had an interaction

between virtual view and position. As the virtual view selectivity was

predominant in both areas, all further analyses focus on virtual views

to the left or right and ignore virtual position.

3.3 | Selectivity for object features

In our design two different non-spatial features were used, the

color of the discs and the context texture. We found some individ-

ual neurons in both regions that responded differentially to the dif-

ferent colors (Figure 5a), or to the different context cues

(Figure 5b). We explored whether selectivity for these features

interacted with virtual view selectivity by repeating the previous

GLM analyses. First, using virtual view and object color according

to Equation 5.

(a) (b)

(c)

F IGURE 4 Most units selective for virtual view are unaffected by which virtual position (north or south end of maze) the virtual view is
acquired. (a) An illustration of the binary coding of virtual position and virtual view, with example views demonstrating the small variances in distal
features at the two maze ends. (b) The proportion of units where any beta is significant using a GLM with betas for virtual position, virtual view,
and their interaction in the HPC. To the right are the specific proportions of significant units for either main effect, an interaction, or an overlap,
where both main effects are significant, but not the interaction. (c) Same as (b), but for the LPFC.
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ln yð Þ¼ β0þβ1
�virtual viewþβ2

�colorþβ3
�virtual view�color ð5Þ

We excluded units with fewer than 20 foveations for each combi-

nation of virtual view and object color. For the HPC, 25.5% (±5.8%

CIs) of units were significant for at least one factor (Figure 6a). Again,

most were significant for virtual view at 98.2% (±3.5% CIs), and

almost a third were selective for color at 32.7% (±12.4% CIs). Of these

selective units, 67.3% (±12.4% CIs) were only selective for virtual

view, and only 1.8% (±3.5% CIs) were selective only for color. Another

1.8% (±3.5% CIs) show a non-interacting overlap, while 29.1%

(±12.0% CIs) show an interaction between color and virtual view.

Results were similar for the LPFC (Figure 6a lower), where 48.9%

(±3.7% CIs) were significant for at least one factor, of which 92.0%

(±2.8% CIs) were significant for virtual view and 40.0% (±5.1% CIs)

(a)

(b)

F IGURE 5 Example units where there is selectivity for virtual view and a visible feature. (a) Example rasters and spike density functions for
units selective for a color in HPC (upper) and LPFC (lower). The first two columns are foveations on the left or right respectively, and the third
column is a comparison of left and right foveations on the color that the example neuron is selective for. (b) Same as (a), but for context and
virtual view.
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were significant for color. 60.0% (±5.1% CIs) were only selective for

virtual view, 8.0% (±2.8% CIs) were only selective for color, 10.6%

(±3.2% CIs) show a non-interacting significant main effect for each

factor, and 21.4% (±4.3% CIs) show an interaction between color and

virtual view. Again, in both regions there was a significantly higher

percentage of units that were selective for virtual view than for color

(non-overlapping 95% CIs for proportions).

The other variable that changed in the virtual view was the tex-

ture on the wall of the maze that indicated the context. We used

Equation 6 to explore the interaction between context/texture and

virtual view.

ln yð Þ¼ β0þβ1
�virtual viewþβ2

�contextþβ3
�virtual view�context ð6Þ

Repeating the previous analysis, now with view and context, we

found that 21.8% (±5.5% CIs) of HPC units were selective for at least

one factor (Figure 6b upper). 89.4% (±8.8% CIs) were selective for vir-

tual view and 19.2% (±11.3% CIs) were selective for context. Of

these, 80.9% (±11.3% CIs) were only selective for virtual view and

10.6% (±8.8% CIs) were only selective for context. 2.1% (±4.1% CIs)

show a non-interacting overlap in significance, and 6.4% (±7.0% CIs)

show a significant interaction.

In the LPFC 47.5% (±3.7% CIs, Figure 6b lower) were selective

for at least one factor. From the selective units 92.4% (±2.8% CIs)

were selective for virtual view while 27.4% (±4.7% CIs) were selective

for context texture. Broken down, 72.7% (±4.7% CIs) of units signifi-

cant for virtual view only, 7.7% (±2.8% CIs) significant for context

only, 7.7% (±2.8% CIs) significant for both while not interacting, and

12.1% (±3.5% CIs) show an interaction. In both HPC and LPFC there

was a significantly higher percentage of units that were selective for

virtual view than for context (non-overlapping 95% CIs for

proportions).

4 | DISCUSSION

A main contribution of our study is to demonstrate view selectivity

during virtual navigation in the HPC and LPFC of macaque monkeys.

Because we used a virtual maze, the views were also virtual. Units

selective for virtual views are here considered to be view cells. The

views were task relevant because they contained the context cue, a

potential object to navigate toward, and the space that would have to

be navigated through to arrive at the object. The yield of units that

were selective for two very specific views might appear surprising

when examining the proportion of units described in the initial view

cell papers (e.g., 6% in Rolls & O'Mara (1995) and 8% in Robertson

et al. (1998)). On the other hand, our proportions are similar to those

reported by Nowicka and Ringo at 23% (Nowicka & Ringo, 2000),

who used a screen-based task where different objects appeared in

one of five positions. The differences between studies may be due to

(a) (b)

F IGURE 6 Virtual view selective cells can also be selective for visual features of object color and context cues. (a) Proportions of units with
any significant betas for virtual view, color or an interaction (left) as well as the breakdown for those units (right) in the HPC (upper) and LPFC
(lower). (b) Same as (a), but for the models with virtual view and context.
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differences in task demands associated to specific views such as the

presence of a behaviourally relevant object at the viewed site. In

agreement with this hypothesis, studies in rodents have reported that

both landmark and reward regions can be overrepresented by place

cells (Sato et al., 2020).

A study by Wirth and colleagues (Wirth et al., 2017) tracked gaze

in a virtual maze with five arms, where monkeys needed to choose

the correct arm of the maze to receive a reward. They found that 28%

of cells appeared to be responsive when gaze was directed to a region

of the environment. However, 83% of these cells had significant over-

lap with the greater population of cells that were selective for a com-

bination of location, orientation, and task period. Indeed, they showed

that gaze responses on a landmark could be selective for where the

animal was, and how it had arrived there. In our task, we designed

two ends of the maze, and intra-maze cues were identical, while distal

cues were slightly different (Figure S1). Importantly, in our task the

end the maze (north vs. south) was not relevant for choosing the tar-

get disc and obtaining reward. This may explain why there were so

few units that responded selectively to virtual position (north

vs. south). Allocentric single cell place-selectivity has been reported in

the HPC in rodent and primate studies (Courellis et al., 2019; Mao

et al., 2021; O'Keefe & Nadel, 1978), but has not been reported so far

in the LPFC. We found a small proportion of LPFC cells that fired dif-

ferentially for the two decision locations, despite there being no dif-

ference in the task demands. Over half of these cells were also

modulated by which side the monkey was looking at. Interestingly a

recent study has reported that spatial position in the X-maze can be

decoded from neural population activity in the LPFC of macaque

monkeys (Johnston et al., 2023). This suggests that LPFC neurons also

encode view or spatial information that may be available during navi-

gation tasks.

4.1 | View and object interactions

While we have proposed that the task relevant stimulus could be driv-

ing the high number of units selective for view during the decision

period, varying some task relevant parameters within the view

seemed to have little effect on most of these units. Only a small por-

tion of units were modulated by either the color or the context. Those

that were selective for these variables were frequently also interacting

with which side was being viewed, suggesting view is still an impor-

tant factor when information is encoded in the hippocampus in a vir-

tual environment. The fact that many of the view cells were not

modulated by whether the monkey was looking at the north or the

south end of the maze is likely driven by the same factor that drove

results in Gulli et al. (2020) where cells were more likely to be driven

by task period or position in the maze in an egocentric rather than an

allocentric frame of reference. What seems relevant to the animals, at

least to a larger degree, is the affordances of the view, rather than the

specific visual features of the view itself. Interestingly, for the view

cells described in Rolls et al. (1989) that also responded to novelty,

more than half showed a significant interaction between novelty and

view location. Similarly, most of the color selective units in our study

showed an interaction with view, particularly in the HPC.

It is possible that some of the view related responses have to do

with the walls of the maze, that limit possible locations that can be

navigated to. This could relate to the existence of boundary cells mea-

sured in rodents (Alexander et al., 2020, 2023), where cells in the ret-

rosplenial cortex responded specifically when there was a boundary

object on a particular side of the animal. The foveations that we mea-

sured at the ends of the maze included the walls as well as the disc,

and so could be similar. Many of the foveations that we collected in

the corridor would have also contained a wall on a specific side of the

animal, and there were very few cells modulated by gaze position.

This suggests that at the very least what we are interpreting as view

cells have more complex responses than simply looking at a boundary.

4.2 | View cells selectivity in HPC and LPFC

So far, we have not found previous studies of view cells in the LPFC

of macaques. We found more units selective for eye-on-screen posi-

tion during the navigation period and for view during the decision

period in the LPFC relative to the HPC. The LPFC is frequently stud-

ied using retino-centric paradigms that explore attention and memory

(Funahashi, 2014; Funahashi et al., 1989; Leavitt et al., 2018;

Tremblay et al., 2015). However, recent reports have demonstrated

that the LPFC contains neurons encoding the position of targets on

the screen, even when they are not being foveated (Roussy

et al., 2021; Roussy et al., 2022). View selectivity may be a manifesta-

tion of a higher-order construct where objects and background in a

scene are integrated in a spatiotopic/allocentric frame in a “Gestalt”
like manner.

We also found that the LPFC had a higher proportion of units

that were selective for view than the HPC. However, because the

HPC and LPFC experiments were conducted in different animals and

the level of performance were slightly different it is difficult to arrive

at firm conclusions. We consider the fact that view cells were found

in both structures as probably the most interesting aspect of our

results. View cells may be related to the formation of cognitive maps

that guide episodic long-term memory. Interactions between the HPC

and LPFC are thought to underlie episodic memory formation. Future

studies should address the temporal dynamics of the information

transfer between these areas.

5 | CONCLUSION

We have described view cells in the HPC and the LPFC of macaque

monkeys navigating a virtual environment. A small proportion of view

cells were modulated by variables such as different behaviourally rele-

vant object features, suggesting that view selectivity may be a con-

struct related to a “Gestalt” like perception of a scene that can serve

to evaluate one's position in an environment for navigation purposes

as well as contingencies of the task at hand. Importantly, our results
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indicate that view cells are not exclusive to the HPC, but they may

exist in an even larger proportion in executive areas of the neocortex

such as the LPFC, highlighting the distributed nature of information

processing underlying navigation in foveating primates.
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